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Monash University has developed Australia’s first training course accredited by multiple professional bodies to help health professionals and frontline workers better recognise and respond to victims ...
Australia’s first accredited training for health practitioners and frontline workers to improve responses to victims of sexual violence
A Hunter Valley woman has admitted to stealing a jaw-dropping $350,000 in bushfire and Covid relief payments, after using stolen and photoshopped identity documents to access the money she wasn’t ...
Cessnock woman Ellen Howard scams states, charity out of $350k in bushfire, Covid payments
a journalist and the commissioner of the Australian federal police. Roberts-Smith also hired McLeod to spy on a woman with whom he was having an affair – known in court documents as Person 17 ...
A prosthetic leg, an affair and burnt laptops: Ben Roberts-Smith case hears extraordinary evidence
Professor Paul Wilson - Chair of Criminology and Forensic Psychologist, Bond University, Australia 'The 134 authors are a ... first ensure no-reply@cambridge.org is added to your Approved Personal ...
The Cambridge Handbook of Forensic Psychology
SYDNEY, June 18 (Reuters) - Australia's corporate regulator on Friday ... The grilling came after shares in Nuix, which sells forensic data analytics software and listed in December at A$5.21 ...
Australia's corporate watchdog defends actions over Nuix IPO
In early May we received the fantastic news that fellow New Zealander Professor Bruce Weir, who is an Honorary Professor at the University of Auckland as well as a Professor of Statistical Genetics at ...
Professor Bruce Weir elected as Fellow of Royal Society
The Auditor-General for the Federation, Mr Adolphos Aghughu has named a Deputy Director of Audit, Mr Fawale Busayo Ayinla as the Supervisor for a five-man forensic audit team that will on Monday ...
Dep Director, 5 others to conduct Forensic Audit of Nigerian Commission for Persons with Disabilities — Adolphos Aghughu
Planting of files on Bhima Koregaon accused Surendra Gadling’s system follows a similar pattern as that on Rona Wilson’s system, new forensic report finds The already weakened case against the 16 ...
New forensic report on Bhima Koregoan accused finds more evidence of planted files, this time on Surendra Gadling’s hard drive
The Human Rights Council in a midday meeting adopted the Universal Periodic Review outcomes of Australia, Saint Lucia, and Nepal. Speaking on the Universal Periodic Review outcome of Australia were ...
Human Rights Council Adopts Universal Periodic Review Outcomes of Australia, Saint Lucia, and Nepal
In this month's Meet the Investigators, Marian Wilkinson talks with ICIJ about going the extra mile on her stories, finding structure in documents, and the power of journalism to hold the powerful to ...
‘Accountability is key:’ Using the power and privilege of journalism to empower society
1){console.log("hedva connatix");document.getElementsByClassName ... life in Australia is the interfaith, intercommunity commitment to the shared challenge of building a quality society.
Australia only sends its best to immigrate to Israel - opinion
“In 2013 (only one year after DDS was fully implemented) the ALP [Australian Labor Party] introduced ... fights for the complete reorganisation of society in the interests of all, not the ...
Australian university union documents the damage of Labor’s “education revolution”
The Forensic Technologies and Services market study covers significant research data and proofs to be a handy resource document for ... Indonesia, and Australia). Objectives of the Report ...
Forensic Technologies and Services Market Giants Spending Is Going To Boom with Agilent Technologies, Promega, Eurofins
Court documents show the regulator believes it has "reasonable grounds to suspect" the tech company lied in its prospectus ahead of its initial public offering ... with the forensic data analytics ...
Australian watchdog suspects insider trader at tech firm Nuix
Many law firms and developed countries have already started using AI technologies to assist in better delivery of their justice system. Recent advances in Natural Language Processing (NLP) ...
It is time to tap huge potential of AI for improving the efficiency and delivery of our legal system
The domestic intelligence agency for Australia does not object to designating ... they can deal with problems that we’re seeing in our society.” According to the author of the article, Nick ...
Australian intel doesn't oppose full terror sanction for Hezbollah
This course is professionally accredited by The Chartered Society of Forensic Sciences ... equipment used in routine forensic analysis. A new analytical microscopy suite laboratory contains trace ...
Forensic Science BSc (Hons)
SYDNEY: Australia's corporate regulator on Friday ... The grilling came after shares in Nuix, which sells forensic data analytics software and listed in December at AUS$5.21 a share, fell to ...
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